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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY INTRODUCTION



Free Press Unlimited (FPU), with its long-term partner BNNRC – the Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication, has worked in Bangladesh since early 2007 to support the development of independent and professional media empowering the citizens and vulnerable groups by giving a voice in media. Poverty reduction is an ultimate aim of FPU support to community media for development in Bangladesh. Under FPU's program support to BNNRC in the period 2011 – 2015, one of the main focus areas is building the capacity of community media in Bangladesh, in particular community radio stations across the country. The main areas of interventions include capacity building of the radio stations and journalists, preparing strategy plan for financial sustainability of community radios, raising awareness among stakeholders on the utilization of community media for development, poverty reduction and good governance through promotion of access to information, transparency, fighting corruption, and lobby and advocacy for improving institutional framework in favour of community media. FPU commissioned an evaluation of the joint action with the evaluation objectives to explore the progress, analyse the relevance, effectiveness, impact and sustainability of the FPU support program for community media in Bangladesh. The evaluation had also covered and explored to some limited extent the progress of a joint project between FPU and BNNRC supported by the European Union in the period 1 February 2013 – 31 January 2015: “Pioneering, Connecting & Empowering Voices for Change”. This project is considered an important additional (and highly complementary) effort next to the longterm support by FPU and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs to strengthen the community radios in the country as voices for the poor and marginalized. The evaluation of this project, however, is outside of the main scope of this study, even though some of the findings and conclusions relate also to the achievements of the project implemented with support of the EU. An overall objective of the evaluation was also to identify stories of change (impact) at BNNRC and community level of the FPU and Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs support to community media in Bangladesh in the period 2011 – mid 2014. The evaluation was conducted by an international consultant in the period June-July 2014 with desk study and field visit to three community radio stations in Bangladesh. The scope of the evaluation was primarily at two levels: 1) the BNNRC network and 2) the FPU support to the BNNRC network and have covered the activities and results of the cooperation between 2011 and mid-2014.
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EVALUATION FINDINGS Project achievement vis-à-vis target



The expected outcomes of FPU's program are increased attention and space in community media to vulnerable groups, strengthened capacity of community radios and the partner organization, strengthened capacity of radio journalists, and improved good governance practices. The evaluation noted that since specific indicators were not defined back in 2010 when the program started (largely due to the fact that community radio as a new phenomenon in the country was still in a very initial stage), the achievements could not be compared with the plan. However, the achievements of the project are generally in the right direction towards achievement of the envisaged outcomes. Particularly, greater achievement was found in enhancing the skills of journalists, and quality of programs produced by the radios, and the capacity of BNNRC, which is the only organization dedicated to develop community media sector in Bangladesh. Project relevance



The relevance of the project can be viewed from the context of national priority, sectoral potentials issues, and the context of the partner organizations. • The evaluation observed that the project was launched at the critical time when community radio sector had just taken off with 14 CRs licenced to go on air. A new media platform was introduced that needed to prove its worth as the effective instrument for participation, mobilization and preferred media for information to the communities as well as the government. It was important to develop the professional competencies of CR journalists and strengthen the CRs as non-political movements to help community people. Given this, it was imperative to give guidance to these newly established CRs and the journalists. The project was therefore relevant. • The situation of common masses in Bangladesh strongly suggests relevance of the project where bad governance prevailed and the rural communities were deprived of their rights, and justice. Community radios have potentials to contribute to improve deprivation and voiceless-ness of common people. • The project was highly relevant for BNNRC, which is a national networking body established in 2000 working for building a democratic society based on the principles of free flow of information, and pioneer in advocating, facilitating, promoting, and supporting development of CR sector in Bangladesh. • The project is highly relevant to the mandate and priorities of FPU as well. FPU works for enhancing media development under the Press Freedom 2.0 Program funded by Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs (2011 - 2015). • In terms of design, the project is relevant as well. The activities are responsive to the prevailing issues. While one of the outcome statements (poverty reduction) pertains to rather impact level, others are relevant. Similarly, the activities and outputs are also well contributing to the outcomes. Moreover, the evaluation notes high complementarity among the activities of the FPU supported project and other on-going projects undertaken by BNNRC. • The evaluation has noted a few improvement areas as well. One is to define the project outcomes, outputs and activities more clearly, concretely and then
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identify measurable indicators of achievement. Another area of improvement is matching intensity, emphasis and priority of activities with the context. Project efficiency



•



•



Though not as part of the TOR, the evaluation has noted efficiency aspects of the project that came across during the evaluation. The evaluation considers that the project is run with minimum level of human resource (HR); with only eight staff members running it. The HR and financial management system have been developed before launching of the activities. Most of the project activities are completed within stipulated time frame. The evaluation also considers that the pace of works in general is satisfactory. The evaluation has observed a few areas in regard to efficiency of the project. It is noted that the activities pertaining to improve (organisational) sustainability of the CRs have been limited.



Project effectiveness



•



•



•



•



The evaluation concludes that the project was able to provide the promised services to the target groups. The key of them include training to radio journalists and management, training and capacity strengthening of BNNRC (the partner organization), and development of materials and organization of events for policy makers. BNNRC has established Community Radio Academy, which still has to become functional with revision of training modules and updated resource pool database. Community Radio News Agency has been initiated for effective bridging between the grass roots level journalists with national media and events. BNNRC Help Desk is providing support and technical guidance to new CR initiators. Broadly the project activities are highly timely, especially the radio journalism skills of the producers/reporters, and lobbying activities that were at the time of critical need. The evaluation noted that the beneficiaries and stakeholders of the project are satisfied with BNNRC and the services it has provided. The radio journalists showed confidence in their work. The target group has a high degree of appreciation about the services the project has delivered. The project management has shown sufficient flexibility in their approach. Decision making for the project implementation was mainly through annual meetings, which is found to be effective. By giving opportunity to organize events to participating radio stations, the project is contributing to foster the management and leadership capacities of the radio stations. The partnership modality has been successful in which FPU and BNNRC are putting in their respective competencies (the former on technical and financial matters, and the latter with its network and access) for the effectiveness. The evaluation noted openness of communication, high degree of mutual respect and understanding between the two partners and among participating CRs. The other stakeholders in the sector, including the policy makers, promised their support and showed high appreciation about the role of FPU and BNNRC in the development of CR sector in Bangladesh.
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Project impact



•



•



•



The evaluation considers that to expect a visible impact of the project, or FPU involvement in Bangladesh, is too early as they are yet to emerge. However, the evaluation found that changes have taken place at different levels and among various actors – with regard to the institutional framework, capacity of BNNRC, radio stations and the journalists and community. The project has contributed significantly to the changes that have taken place in the institutional framework for CRs. As a result, 16 more radios (next to the existing 14) have been given license (in August 2013). The government has constituted a committee to review the operating environment for CRs, in which BNNRC is a member. BNNRC has acquired its own studio, an academy and Community Radio News Agency in Dhaka. It has earned reputation and trust among government agencies, media and CRs. The radio journalists are more confident and competent. They clearly emphasize that their communication skills have enhanced, visibility and access have increased, and recognition among peer journalists and society has grown high compared to before. The evaluation noted that radio has significant contribution to some changes that are taking place in rural Bangladesh. The evidences of change are sporadic, but they could be found at all levels - the individual, community and cultural levels. The evaluation met an alcoholic rickshaw puller who was transformed as a popular folk singer just because of the radio. The mission came across a community group that initiated construction of a check-dam to prevent flooding of village during monsoon without external support, a group of women who have changed their child-care practices and their mind-set to contraceptives for family planning and farmers who understood the implication of excessive pesticide use. At the societal level, the CRs are given credit for accelerated shifting of gender relations in a close traditional male-dominated society. The rural women are actively coming forward with their voices in the radio; and thus, they have succeeded in reducing some social malpractices. For example, records of Radio Bikrampur show 35 incidences where community itself succeeded to prevent child marriage after listening to radio program. Similarly, the acceptance family planning measures is increasing, which is significant in a traditional Islamic Bangladeshi society. These incidences indicate that, though small at the moment, such changes have potentials to incite bigger socio-cultural shifts.



Project sustainability



•



•



•



The sustainability of the project interventions can be viewed from three key aspects – sustainability of the project implementing partner, sustainability of the radio stations and sustainability of the radio programs. The sustainability of the policy changes is not a matter to question. The evaluation considers that further work should be done towards achieving the sustainability of the radio stations, as limited activities are directed towards this aspect. However, the radio programs and the way programs are developed will sustain to a large extent as the program producers are trained and the practice of incorporating voices of marginalized population has established its roots. The sustainability of the project implementing partner, BNNRC, is all the more promising. It is equipped with resources, has been an active member of national, 9



regional and international forums and networks, and has reputation as the important promoter of CRs in the country.



RECOMMENDATIONS



The BNNRC and FPU cooperation has made impressive progress and achievements in the CR sector in Bangladesh. The evaluation considers that the cooperation should continue and makes the following suggestions for future Engagement at the policy level



• •



Engagement at the policy level continues to be important as the policy frameworks are becoming congenial for CRs. Carry out studies, develop reference materials and improve the documentation.



Strengthening community radios



The CRs in Bangladesh are young and they need support for their organizational development and institutionalization. The specific areas of work are: • Work for CR sustainability particularly developing sources of revenues • Increase community involvement in CR management • Enhance the engagement and role of community in programs and management • Develop systems and process for radio station management • Support the CRs in linkage building and secure technical assistance from other partners Journalistic capacity development



• •



Both number and quality of capacity building measures need improvement and develop citizen journalism Familiarize the journalists on social, economic and environment issues



Project formulation



•



Strengthen the formulation of the project objectives (outputs, outcomes, and impact), and success indicators
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 Project background Free Press Unlimited (FPU) works in Bangladesh since early 2007 to support the development of independent and professional media and contribute to the empowerment of citizens and vulnerable groups (including women, youth, poor, and disabled) by giving them a voice in the media. Poverty reduction is the utmost aim of FPU support to community media for development in Bangladesh. FPU works in close cooperation with its long-term partner BNNRC – the Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication. BNNRC is the only national organisation in the country supporting the development of the community media sector in all its stages – from initiation and needs assessment, lobby and advocacy for legislation and support in licensing procedure to registration of community radio (CR) stations, actual installation and capacity building to program production. Under the current program (2011 – 2015), FPU and BNNRC planned to build the capacity of existing community radio stations and to help new ones go on air. The main areas of intervention include capacity building of the radio stations and journalists, preparing strategy plan for financial sustainability of community radios, raising awareness among stakeholders on the utilization of community media for development, poverty reduction and good governance through promotion of access to information, transparency, fighting corruption, and lobby and advocacy for improving institutional framework in favour of community media. After having supported BNNRC since early 2007, FPU wants to review/evaluate how things are going, in order to make her support more effective and to facilitate BNNRC to learn from her own experiences. Additionally, the evaluation had the objective to identify (where possible) stories of change (impact) at different levels – partner level, community (audience) level, and individual level (journalists). FPU provided a TOR and assigned an international consultant to carry out the evaluation, which was undertaken during the period June-July 2014. The consultant has prepared this evaluation report in line with the evaluation guide and other conditions set out by the Terms of Reference (TOR) as provided in Annex I.



1.2 Objectives and scope of evaluation The evaluation objectives were to evaluate the advance of the program with emphasis on relevance, effectiveness, sustainability and overall impact of the programme for community media supported by FPU in Bangladesh in the period 2011 – mid 2014. The evaluation had also tried to draw and explore to a limited extent the project progress of the EU support for community radio, which has been implemented from February 2013 in Bangladesh, even though the primary objectives of the evaluation were only to analyse the progress, examine the project relevance, effectiveness, impact and sustainability of the overall FPU support. In addition to these standard criteria, examination of two more aspects – efficiency and innovation – was left to the consultant 11



to cover to the extent possible given the limited timeframe and information. The TOR has set out broad evaluation questions that the evaluation will particularly focus on. According to the TOR, the purpose of the evaluation will be used to draw lessons learned for FPU and for BNNRC. The evaluation report will be used to identify stories of change. The scope of the evaluation was primarily at two levels: 1) the BNNRC network and 2) the FPU support to the BNNRC network. The evaluation covers the activities and results of the cooperation between 2011 and mid 2014.



1.3 Method The evaluation consisted of desk study and field trip by the evaluator. During the desk study various documents were reviewed: including project proposals, assessments, reports, evaluations, communication between FPU and PO, and other secondary documents related to the policy and status of community radio in Bangladesh. The field trip consisted of meetings with PO and various beneficiaries and stakeholder groups (journalists, audience, CR stations, government representatives etc) in Dhaka and at three regional locations – Radio Bikrampur (central Bangladesh), Radio Chilmari (North Bangladesh) and Radio Nalta (South Bangladesh). During the field trip, discussions and meetings were held with various beneficiaries and target groups. The consultant used the interview guidelines provided in the TOR and his own checklist (Annex-II). The field trip of the evaluation was facilitated by FPU and BNNRC in cooperation with community radio stations in Bangladesh.
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2. ACHIEVEMENT ANALYSIS The achievements of the project of FPU program to support community media in Bangladesh are measured against the set outcomes and outputs of the project.



2.1 Achievement of the Outcomes The expected outcomes of FPU's program to support community media in Bangladesh are increased attention and space in community media to vulnerable groups, strengthened capacity of community radios and the partner organization, strengthened capacity of radio journalists, and improved good governance practices. Following are the project achievements contributing to the stipulated outcomes. Expected Outcome Increased attention and space in community media for vulnerable groups



Increased number and quality of programming reflecting issues of importance for vulnerable groups in particular and society in general Strengthen the capacities of community radios and BNNRC as national organisation



Achievement/Evidence • Increased number of radio workers (over 35 program producers, over 15 CR managers) who are sensitive to know community needs and priorities and to improve their programs and operations accordingly • CR news agency operational (with 8 news items produced and distributed every day) • 14 CR stations revised their programs and format. The CR programs have generally increased the quantity of local voices in the programs. • More than 279 programs (average 20 minutes each) produced and broadcast over 13 CRs in the period 20112012. Additionally, 357 programs produced in the period February 2013 – January 2014 (under a project supported by the EU) • The new programs of CRs reflect the community needs and CRs overall focus and emphasis (e.g., agriculture, disaster management, health, women and child rights.) • Capacity of CRs – Some skills and tools provided to management staff, support of equipment package and 12 fellowships provided. Awareness on fund raising and revenue generation initiated. Practice of sharing of training learning started among community radio journalists. • CRs have good technical backup with equipment package • Each radio station has maintained archive of programs in development and human interest issues. • Capacity of BNNRC – in terms of development of strategic plan, HR and Financial Manual, MIS guidelines, CR help desk, development of resource person pool, self-owned studio, redesigned and updated web-site. BNNRC staff members trained in MIS, learning needs assessment, office management, M&E and report writing • BNNRC support to CRs increased through operation of CM 13



Expected Outcome



Strengthen capacities of individual journalists (professional and citizen journalists) to produce and distribute quality content



Contribute to poverty reduction and good governance through giving voice to the voiceless and help them participate in society



Achievement/Evidence Academy, demonstration studio, • BNNRC secured membership of international media forum such as AMARC, AIB, ABU, and CMFE. • Enhanced image of BNNRC – recognition by radios and government, Ministry accepts it as the promoter of CRs, government has nominated BNNRC in consultative committee • Increased number of competent radio journalists working in radios. Trainings on radio journalism, audience research and community mobilization to CR staff, CR management trainings and CR continuous toolkit to producers of 16 CRs, • The orientation provided to CR staffs in program production gave them good direction in producing programs on community choice and options. • Advanced management training implemented under the project challenged the understanding and practice of the participants about CRs and upgraded their level of information and knowledge. • The programs that the supported CRs have produced and broadcast include more content about experience, voice and achievements on matters such as good governance, food security and MDGs, than before. This is expected to contribute to poverty reduction and governance improvement. • It is too early to expect concrete evidence, but there are some clear instances how CR programming help people to gain access to income opportunities.



COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE OUTCOMES



The evaluation did not find concrete indicator defined for the achievements; therefore the achievements could not be compared with the plan. However, the achievement of the project is generally in the right direction towards achievement of the envisaged outcomes. The matrix above showing the evidence and outputs that contribute towards achieving the outcome statements clearly suggest that the project is successful. The areas of further attention in regard to the stipulated outcomes are: o Define outcome indicators in concrete terms, which will then guide the project management in the development of interventions, and prioritization of the activities and management focus. o The outcome area, in strengthening the capacity of BNNRC, has tangible results. Other tangible outcomes are in the area of capacity strengthening of community radios for programming and radio journalists. In coming years, the evaluation considers that further interventions are required for the capacity of CRs (particularly in terms of organization development, 14



sustainability and community interfacing and to increase the number and quality of radio programs and radio journalists in the country. o The activities related to the outcome area, strengthening the capacity of community radios, appear to have been focused on program and technical aspects more than the organizational aspects. This is understandable and relevant course of action for the project to have laid first priority on the technical aspects to get the CRs “on air” before anything else.



2.2 Achievement of the Outputs The table below provides a summary of the project outputs during the evaluation period (mid-2011 to mid-2014). Details of the activities outputs are provided in Annex –III. Activities/output areas



Achievement/status



Training on journalistic management skills staff members of radio stations



Following are the kinds of training programs organized under the project: • Training to Journalists: trainings on RTI (5 trainings), radio journalism (4 trainings), audience research (1 training), CR continuous improvement tool (2 trainings) • Training to Radio stations: fund raising (1 training), management training (3 trainings) • More than 279 programs (average 20 minutes each) produced and broadcast over 13 CRs in the period 2011-2012. Additionally, 357 programs produced in the period February 2013 – January 2014 (under a project supported by the EU) • 14 Radio stations together broadcasted 1,338 minutes (22.5 hours) of news and PSA after the collapse of Rana Plaza • CR news agency established and 8 news items produced and distributed every day since November 2013 • All 16 CRs reviewed their program and formats • No evidence of achievement of this output was observed • Some initiatives in this regard was observed as training on advertisement and fund raising mechanism for the station staffs



the and for the



Production and distribution of quality content



Develop strategy plan for financial sustainability of community radio
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Comment on status The project has achieved the outputs related to training. Often times the participants of the training has exceeded the targeted figure. The new radio programs are more responsive to audience needs, situation



The project needs to develop a comprehensive strategy and implement program in a



planned way Capacity Building of BNNRC in organizational, technical & lobby and advocacy areas



Following events and activities provide evidence of achievement • Management training (to BNNRC staff): M&E (3), project management (1), financial management (1), office management (1), report writing (1), LNA (4) • Owned studio • Community Radio Conference in 2012 • Compilation of CR information; policy guideline draft; special meeting between CR, Ministry of information and PM Secretariat • Operation of Community Radio News Agency (CRNA), Community Media Academy (CMA) • Publication and IEC materials developed



Run awareness raising campaigns (on media for development, access to information, transparency and fight corruption)



• • • •



Lobby and advocacy for new radio establishment, and to reform licensing procedures



• •



•



• •



Following are key outputs in this regard: Knowledge sharing meetings organized Press freedom day, world radio day celebrated (per year) Community media bulletin (9 issues published) Booklet on role of Community Radio in achieving good governance and MDGs published [1000 copies] The following are outputs related to this result: 187 individuals and hundreds of organizations were provided support to fill-up application form and information on the procedure to establish CR. Five Facilitation meetings, and a Special Meeting conducted for building partnership and MOUs among CRs and GOB ministry and authorities Community Radio Conference 2012 organized A Policy Guideline on Community TV operation was drafted and submitted



OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS ON THE OUTPUTS ACHIEVED
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A close examination of the activities and outputs achieved as compared to the activities planned in the project document shows that the project was generally able to produce the envisaged outputs. Few output areas that were not achieved are: •



•



Nominal activities and no outputs were noted to prepare a sustainability plan of CR stations as stated in the project document while some activities pertain to Organization Development (viz., management training and fundraising training activities). Sustainability is also an on-going process and it warrants more activities in coming years. But now OD interventions would have been more appropriate and timely. Interventions focusing on OD (about systematization and effective management) are initiated. Therefore, the evaluation agrees with the approach of the project management. The evaluation considers that the activities related to awareness raising on the role of community media on development were not enough to bring change in the popular mind-set and practice. The project activities like several knowledge sharing meetings, production of a booklets, and bulletins are too few to influence at the outcome level. They rather seem to have been implemented to test and develop intervention programs for future use.



2.3 Unplanned and additional achievements The implementers attribute the contribution of the project for the achievement of the following as well. These achievements were not planned, but produced important results. According to the BNNRC officials, the project has been highly instrumental and the project activities contributory to achieve the results. • • •



Additional 78 (average 20 minutes) quality programs produced and broadcast over 13 CRs. Government of Bangladesh has constituted a CR policy committee for reviewing the existing provision of news and transmission power. The project partner organization, BNNRC, is nominated as a member of the committee. Government granted licenses for 16 new CRs.



BNNRC was able to mobilize various resources for its activities related to promote and support CRs in Bangladesh. The list of the activities and undertaken by BNNRC with other funding sources is provided in Annex-III (b). Again, BNNRC wishes to give large the credit to the project for its being able to mobilize the resources in terms that the project support to BNNRC greatly enhanced the latter’s image and credibility among government and other funding partners. BNNRC has planned to include more portfolios in its fold as its future course of action. It has already started Community News Agency and Community Media Academy, currently also supported by the European Union project. BNNRC is also planning to promote community television and community film in Bangladesh. If BNBRC wants to involve above-mentioned areas, it would maybe be wise to look into the possibility to rephrase its name.
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3.1 Relevance The relevance of the project can be viewed from the context of national priority, sectoral potential issues, and the context of the partner organizations. The evaluation has also observed relevance in the design features of the project. NATIONAL AND SECTORAL CONTEXT



Support to strengthen Community Radio was important as a new media platform for the poor and vulnerable communities. In a country like Bangladesh, where the majority of the population lives in rural areas, community radios can be the ears and eyes of the poor, marginalized or excluded. CRs have been relatively a new phenomenon in Bangladesh, where the first 14 community radio stations went on air in December 2011. When on air the CRs needed to prove themselves as the effective instrument for participation, mobilization and preferred media for information to the communities as well as the government. According to a report in local media as quoted by the BNNRC completion report, during the crucial times such as elections and crisis such as collapse of building the interest groups vie to control media.“… It is therefore important to ensure that community stations are not mouthpieces of these (political parties) organizations and for stations to keep their independence from these ties by e.g. establishing own management committees with their own bylaws etc.” It was therefore imperative to give guidance to these newly established CRs. The project was therefore relevant. Other contextual factors also suggest strong relevance of the project with the situation in Bangladesh. It is a country known for bad governance, where the rural communities are deprived of their rights, and justice. Right to Information Act was underutilized – and, the life of people including the journalists, was under constant threat and mainstream media are highly self-censored. The evaluation noted that the Government of Bangladesh had banned two TV stations (D-TV and Islamic TV) and one national daily newspaper (Amar Desh) during the project period curtailing freedom of expression, which also indicates about the importance to strengthen community radios in Bangladesh. Journalism was still poor in terms of professionalism – in terms of balance and evidence based reporting. Training of journalists is in high demand. Several media outlets including print, radio and television were consolidated under influential media houses that were under the control of powerful companies. BNNRC CONTEXT



Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication (BNNRC) is a national networking body working for building a democratic society based on the principles of free flow of information. BNNRC is pioneer in supporting the community radio movement in Bangladesh since 2000. It is the only organisation in the country that acts as facilitator between the government mechanism and the community radio stations. The mission of BNNRC is to organize strategically important activities, studies, advocacies so that the population of the rural areas will have easy, manageable and low cost communication facilities. BNNRC has been involved to develop the capacity of the community radio 18



initiators across the country, with its limited resources. BNNRC is highly appropriate local organization in Bangladesh for a project that aims to improve the capacity of community radios and develop favourable policy framework for CRs. THE FPU CONTEXT



The project is highly relevant to the mandate and priorities of FPU as well. As per its mandate, FPU works for enhancing media development and supports linkages between media, civil society and other stakeholders in order to promote greater access to information for citizens (especially for women and children) in rural areas of Bangladesh. According to the project document, the project activities are contributing to the result area of capacity building and good governance, which are in line with FPU mandates and the Press Freedom 2.0 Program funded by Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. BENEFICIARIES’ CONTEXT



The primary target groups of the project include the community radios, the radio journalists, community audience including women and the government/regulatory agencies. As mentioned earlier, the literatures abound about the exclusion of the primary target group - the women, poor and vulnerable community. They are so isolated from the mainstream society that the mainstream media cannot meet their information and voice need. The situation of women is further worse. The importance and relevance of community radios to give space for their voice is therefore evident. When the Bangladesh policy framework had become better for community radios in 2011 then the primary objective was to establish the worth of CRs among the stakeholders in practice. The project has taken up this responsibility. The project intends to prove that an active and efficient media can make difference in the level of participation of community people, poverty reduction, and promoting good governance and transparency. Given the situation the project was found relevant to convince, and provide options for the policy makers and regulators on regulatory and institutional framework for the growth of CRs, provide opportunity and represent the voice of the excluded, and encourage the journalists, advocates, and workers in community radios and organizations such as BNNRC dedicated for the promotion of CRs. RELEVANCE OF PROJECT DESIGN



The evaluation considers that the project has been designed well. The project activities are responsive to the prevailing issues. While one of the outcome statements (poverty reduction) pertains to rather impact level, others are relevant. Similarly, the activities and outputs are also well contributing to the outcomes. Moreover, the evaluation notes high complementarity among the activities of the FPU supported project and other ongoing projects undertaken by BNNRC (chief among those the EU-supported project “Pioneering, Connecting & Empowering Voices for Change”)
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An improvement area noted by the evaluation has been in defining the project outcomes, outputs and activities more clearly, concretely and then identifying measurable indicators of achievement. Another area of improvement is matching intensity and priority of activities with the context. The example of the activities implemented for awareness raising can substantiate this observation, which shows that the number and variety of the activities are not adequate although their relevance was evident. The project outputs – for example, several knowledge sharing meeting, 1000 copies of a booklet, 9 issues of community media bulletin - are like ‘a drop in the ocean’ given the population size of 140 million, government reluctance (in general) to open community media, and a society dominated by traditional norms and practices. Such few interventions cannot be expected to bring visible change (awareness) among the stakeholders and audience. The awareness raising activities therefore should be a campaign that is highly targeted and interventions meticulously planned. Therefore, the evaluation considers it is effective to develop a systematically planned campaign for awareness raising – it should identify target audience, several media forms and formats should be used to communicate the message for specified time duration on regular intervals.



3.2 Efficiency As the TOR has noted, given the time and resource constraints, the evaluation did not delve into rigorous exercise to examine all the efficiency aspects of the project. However, the evaluation came across efficiency aspects of the project that are highlighted here in brief. HR ENGAGEMENT AND DEPLOYMENT



The evaluation mission considers that the project is run with minimum level of human resource; there are only eight staff members running the project. The following key professional human resources are engaged in the implementation of the project activities: • A part time program manager, • A Project Coordinator • A Program Officer • Coordinator (capacity development and knowledge management) The project has provided job description to each and developed HR and Financial manual before engaging the staff members in work. All these efforts must have contributed to the efficiency of implementation. IMPLEMENTATION EFFICIENCY



The project seems efficient in implementing the activities. Majority of the project activities are completed within stipulated timeframe. Implementation of some activities that were affected in 2013 (implemented under the EU-supported project “Pioneering, Connecting & Empowering Voices for Change”) due to national election during which time the project faced instances of complete blockade and general unrest in the country, which lasted for almost a year. However, those activities were successfully completed by
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the time of the evaluation in 2014. The evaluation also considers that the pace of works in general is very satisfactory. OBSERVATION ON EFFICIENCY



As noted under the achievement section above, the project has not been able to launch intervention for developing the sustainability plan of CRs – the sustainability plan has only been prepared for BNNRC. The reality that the CRs in Bangladesh are at an initial stage of growth suggests that there is no strong demand for such a plan on the one hand. On the other hand, it is difficult to find professional expertise locally to practically guide and drive the development of sustainability plan that has prevented the implementation of the activity within the budgeted resources. Another deviation noted by the evaluation is the number of Board of Trustees meetings that are actually taken place lower in number (six meetings held against eight planned). Despite the fewer number of meetings however, the evaluation did not find any difficulties or delays in decisions related to project activities. BNNRC has already tailored good practices regarding participatory decision-making and transparency. Yet, the evaluation suggests increasing the number and modality of formal staff meetings and emphasizing transparency within the implementing team for better performance. The evaluation did not go into detail analysis of unit cost of the activities, and budget analysis of the project by outcome and output areas given of the limited time and resource for the evaluation.



3.3 Effectiveness DELIVERY OF PROJECT SERVICES



The project was able to provide the promised services to the target groups. The key of them include training to radio journalists and management, training and capacity strengthening of BNNRC, the partner organization, and development of materials and organization of events for policy makers. The project has successfully achieved its target. However, as noted under the performance section, the events and activities may not be called as adequate to more effectively produce the outcomes – mainly in the areas of awareness raising about CRs, and organization development and sustainability aspects of community radios. BNNRC has established Community Radio Academy with the purpose to strengthen capabilities of established community radio stations with professional and technical assistance and identify appropriate places, from technical and resources points of view, for encouraging establishment of radio stations. Under the project, six training modules have been revised and the resource pool database has been updated. Community Radio News Agency has been initiated for effective bridging between the grassroots level journalists with national media. This also boosts the access of CRs to national events. The community radio journalists are instrumental in the process. They received orientation on the objective and their roles in this process. Within the task, eight news items are produced and distributed every day since November 2013.
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TIMELINESS OF PROJECT INTERVENTION



Broadly the project activities are highly timely. The radio journalism skills of the workers was critically needed to remain effectively on air for the just established radio stations. Similarly, the support to BNNRC to lead, guide and facilitate the radio stations as well as keep on lobbying effectively was equally timely. Likewise, the CR conferences and other policy level lobbying are also organized in a high time – the results are no small things: the government approved license to additional 16 radios, and BNNRC is nominated in the government established consultative committee! QUALITY OF PROJECT SERVICES



The quality aspect can be measured from the satisfaction of the beneficiaries, and the quality of results out of project intervention. The evaluation noted that the beneficiaries and stakeholders of the project are satisfied with BNNRC and the services it has provided. The training of journalists was found useful and effective. With the evaluation mission, they had unequivocal appreciation about BNNRC. The radios have revised their program schedule, introduced new programs, and revised their existing programs. A policy draft is ready, and a consultative committee is active at the moment. Similarly, the radio journalists showed confidence in their work and had no hesitation to attribute to BNNRC support for their skills. In this way, the result the BNNRC intervention has produced are highly in line with the project objectives. APPROPRIATENESS OF IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH



The project approach or strategy to implement capacity building support to radio has been to distribute organizing responsibility among the participating stations. As such, each one of the participating radio stations, turn by turn, would be given the responsibility for organizing a training program to all radio staffs. Such an approach enhanced organizing capacity of the radio stations, their ownership of the project activities, and familiarized the radio workers with different locations in Bangladesh apart from imparting skills and competencies to the radio staffs. The service of the project has thus reached the target groups. Decision making for the project implementation is found to be effective. The frequent meetings (several per year) provided the partners (FPU and BNNRC) with the road map for the year. They have been in active communication all the time, which facilitated the decisions to be taken on timely manner. Moreover, the FPU officials visited quite frequently to Bangladesh and the radio stations that enabled them to understand the ground realities. The project management has shown sufficient flexibility in their approach. As a result the rescheduling of the activities affected by national election in 2013 was completed in early 2014. Another example is the Fellowship period that was initially planned for three months, based on the first phase experience it was later extended to 6 months. The extension was found useful – because of this the Fellows feel to have achieved some tangible experience and the stations too feel to have a support that was meaningful for them. IMPLEMENTATION MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS



The evaluation noted effective implementation management approach the project has taken. It started with the development of strategic plan of BNNRC, the lead 22



implementing partner. Subsequently professionals were hired, and HR and Financial management manuals were developed. The project also reviewed PME and documentation system and introduced MIS in BNNRC. BNNRC Help Desk has been equipped to provide support and technical guidance to new CR initiators. The evaluation considers the sequencing of activities and steps as systematic from project management point of view. PARTNERSHIP MODALITY



The partnership between FPU and BNNRC appears an obvious natural match. The FPU is committed to raising voices of the underprivileged population worldwide and BNNRC is the only national organization in Bangladesh that represents the professional interests, causes and subsequent movement to facilitate and promote the establishment of community radios in the country. While FPU had access to resources (both professional and financial), BNNRC has its local networks. According to what has been planned the BNNRC and FPU had shared their contribution for the implementation of the project activities. FPU provided funding through different sources. FPU also provided/arranged with technical expertise as needed to implement the project activities and opportunities for the BNNRC to get an exposure to tools and approaches elsewhere. They are also jointly developing proposal for action beyond the current project duration, which indicates that the partners are happy with each other. As between BNNRC and FPU, the annual planning meetings and signing an MOU between BNNRC and concerned CRs take place. This approach is found useful as the radios will be clear what to expect and what not to from the project. EFFECTIVE NETWORKING AND RELATIONSHIP WITH STAKEHOLDERS



BNNRC has succeeded to strengthen networking and relations with the government agencies, local organizations including the radios, and development partners. BNNRC's access to resource persons and think tanks has been increased. BNNRC has got its own resource pool-a team combining media experts, journalists and academics of the country. OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS



The evaluation mission observed that the works done for institutionalization of BNNRC were highly appropriate and effective. It is the only organization in Bangladesh dedicated to deepening the radio movement and shouldering the development of CR sector in the country. BNNRC stands out distinctly than even the initiator NGOs of the community radios in Bangladesh. The initiator NGOs are mostly national and regional NGOs and have many portfolios in their fold, therefore the CR station may not be an issue of priority to draw their adequate attention, let alone the development of community radio sector in the country. Given this situation, it is not the initiator organizations of the radios but BNNRC that is concerned for the development of community radio sector. Looking at the ground reality and the progress of the project, the evaluation has come to a conclusion that the action related to developing the sustainability plan of CR stations was too early. Given the stage of growth of the CRs in Bangladesh, the evaluation 23



considers the focus should have been more on Organizational Development aspects of the radio stations. The experience of CRSC/NEFEJ Nepal in instituting organization strengthening and performance assessment elements among CRs can be taken as reference in this regard. The evaluation mission also considers that future interventions should also be aimed at people of the initiator NGO (or the CR management board) for institutionalization of CRs in Bangladesh. For this responsible person at the initiator NGO and those in the governing board of the CR should also be capacitated to draw their attention and expertise in the institutionalization of the CRs. Appropriate intervention such as training, interaction, workshops, and exposure visits can be developed for this group.



3.4 Impact As envisaged by the project document the project is expected to contribute to poverty reduction and promote good governance in Bangladesh. The impacts of the project activities are yet to emerge. However, some positive changes of long-term nature can be traced. Such changes are outlined here as an early impact of the project at institutional, organizational, and community levels. CHANGE IN THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK



The project has contributed significantly on the changes that have taken place in the institutional framework for CRs. As a result, 16 more radios have been given license. The government has constituted a committee to review the operating environment for CRs and make suggestions for improvement, in which BNNRC is a member, is expected to further open up the conducive environment for CRs. The CRs have now shown a distinct presence among other stakeholders and development partners as having clear role for development (see Annex VI). CHANGE IN THE CAPACITY OF PARTNER ORGANIZATION



BNNRC has acquired its own studio, an academy and Community Radio News Agency in Dhaka. They are far fetching achievement, which will contribute to the expansion and growth of CRs in Bangladesh. They are also key elements for sustainability of a media support organization like BNNRC. BNNRC has earned reputation and trust among government agencies, media and CRs. The government has included BNNRC in a review committee established recently. CHANGE AMONG RADIO JOURNALISTS



The radio journalists are more confident and competent. They clearly emphasize that their communication skills have enhanced, visibility and access have increased, and recognition among peer journalists and society has grown high compared to before. CHANGE AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL



The evaluation noted some changes taking place in the mind-set of common people living in rural Bangladeshi villages. The rural women found a popular platform to express their voices, and share the issues, successes and learning with the larger society. Gender relations within society have started shifting faster. For example, 24



records of Radio Bikrampur show 35 incidences where community itself succeeded to prevent child marriage after listening to radio program. Villagers in another location clearly mentioned about the contribution of the radio for their cautious use of pesticides in crops. The acceptability of family planning and modern health practice is gradually increasing. Changes in the life of an individual and community can also be traced (box-1). Box-1 The evaluator found very promising testimonial evidence in this regard. In one village at Chilimari, northern most part of country, the evaluator met one popular folk singer Mr. Mominul Islam, 31 years old, who is heard over the radio today was a rickshaw puller before the radio was established. His identity itself had changed from an unknown labor with alcoholic habit to a sober media icon earning a good part of his living from stage shows. In Basanti Village, Chilimari, the practice of collective working for common infrastructure had revived, where people themselves had successfully constructed 500 meter long check-dam over Brahmaputra River – according to them if radio were not there they would still be waiting for the government machinery to come and construct. The evaluation noted people enjoy the “local content” covered in “local language/dialect” by the radio. In a village of Nalta, southern part of the country, people were assured of their lives from floods because of the early warning service that the radio was providing. - Field Observation



3.5 Sustainability RADIO SUSTAINABILITY



The sustainability of the radio station is not assured yet. The project has nominal activities directly contributing towards sustainability. The evaluation considers that further works should be done towards this effect. RADIO PROGRAM SUSTAINABILITY



The radio programs and the way programs are developed will sustain to a large extent as the program producers are trained. The practice of bringing policy makers in interaction with grassroots people has been appreciated by both the people and the policy makers and it will sustain. The radio stations will therefore continue the practice that the voices of common people are heard. Already more radios are noted to have reviewed their entire programs to make them inclusive, meaningful, and interesting. SUSTAINABILITY OF PO



BNNRC products – facilitate, promote and enable radio workers and policy makers – will sustain. It is more likely particularly it has its office facilities, studio and academy with it. News agency is not likely to sustain without external support. BNNRC is an active member in different forums in different regions of the world. They include AIBD (Asia -Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development), ABU (Asia-Pacific Broadcasting 25



Union), AMARC (World Association of Community radio) and CMFE (Community Media Forum Europe). BNNRC experience and role in promoting community media for the voiceless people, right to information and finally improving the sector is growing. This will continue.



4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION Conclusion The cooperation between FPU and BNNRC to strengthen BNNRC as an umbrella organization, develop capacity of community radios, and mobilize stakeholders for the growth of CRs in Bangladesh has been highly successful. The results are encouraging: BNNRC is established as a trustworthy, credible and committed professional organization among the community radios, policy makers, government and other sector stakeholders in the country. New community radios are coming on air and those on air since early days are deepening their influence among the audience. The policy framework is increasingly being favourable for CRs. A new generation of boys and girls have emerged in community media broadcasting at village level. Young women are particularly engaged in community broadcasting. All these suggest the existence of a strong footprint of the FPU and BNNRC cooperation. The evaluation supports the observation of the radio workers, BNNRC staff members and other stakeholders that the continued financial support (starting in early 2007) and technical guidance of Free Press Unlimited has been instrumental to the success. Because of strong financial and technical backup BNNRC, was successful to gain support of sectoral agencies such as Ministry of Information, Information Commission of Bangladesh, Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC), National Institute of Mass Communication, Press Institute of Bangladesh, media houses, academician and other development partners such as the UN agencies and regional networks in its efforts. In February 2013, BNNRC and FPU were awarded a 24-month support by the European Union under the project “Pioneering, Connecting & Empowering Voices For Change” to intensify even further their efforts in support to community radios in Bangladesh. The community people have given full support during installation, operation and management of the stations and kept a high hope from the community radios. Similarly in a country where political and interest group disturbances are common, none of the community radio stations has faced any disturbance at the local level. The CRs are, therefore, accepted by the Bangladeshi society. The importance of CRs for the Bangladeshi rural community has rather been established after three years of CRs on air. There is no doubt among stakeholders that CRs have important role to play to help the rural community to have access to development information, disaster warning, government services (related to agriculture, health, livelihood), and secure citizen rights. The CRs further see the scope 26



to preservation and replication of local knowledge, technology, performing arts and cultural diversity.



Recommendations The BNNRC and FPU cooperation has made impressive progress and achievements in the CR sector in Bangladesh. The evaluation considers that the cooperation should continue to further enhance the development and growth of the community radio sector. The evaluation makes the following suggestions for future cooperation between BNNRC and FPU. PROGRAM FOCUS Engagement at the policy level



Engagement at the policy level continues to be important as the policy framework are becoming congenial for CRs. BNNRC has made a strong presence and representation at the policy level, it is high time to utilize the access for better policy and institutional reform in favour of CRs. The different and unique practices of operating community radios, and their contribution to the society, needs to be documented for policy advocacy, exchange the lessons learnt at national and international levels. There is a need to carry out studies, documentation of success stories, and develop reference materials. Strengthening community radios



The areas of work to strengthen the CRs are vast. The CRs in Bangladesh are young and they need support for their capacity building, quality programming, performance assessment, organizational development and institutionalization. The specific areas of work are: • Work for CR sustainability particularly developing sources of revenues. • Community involvement in CR management – at present the national and regional NGOs that own the CRs, which should be gradually handover to the community itself. • Defining community of a particular radio – staff are not clear about what constitutes the target and community of the respective radio station. • Enhance the engagement and role of community in programs and management engage them to CR stations through appropriate mechanism. • Develop systems and process for radio station management – key of them include policy, system, and procedures for HR management, financial management, planning and decision-making, and station management. • Support CR towards effective interfacing in social media and other IT tools and devices. • Support the CRs in linkage building and secure technical assistance from other development partners such as UN Agencies and INGOs (in advanced level training, basic training for the upcoming CR stations, knowledge sharing, research and audience mobilization.)
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Journalistic capacity development



Given a massive demand for radio journalists across the country there is strong need to build journalistic capacity in the sector. Ever increasing number of licenses creates more demand. Both number and quality of capacity building measures need improvement and develop citizen journalism. The radio journalists also need knowledge and awareness about burning social, economic and environment issues. Improving quality of broadcast



While the reach of CRs has been increasing, the quality of broadcast content is still below expected. This evaluation observes three major causes for poor quality content: a) the radio team alone deciding on the content, b) inadequate considerations given to community need for information, and c) absence of a mechanism to encourage and incorporate community demand. Improvement of program content is the key area for increasing the effectiveness of community radio, which also contributes towards radio sustainability. PROJECT FORMULATION



The FPU program support to BNNRC which started in 2011 had identified the important and relevant areas of intervention. However, despite good intentions and clarity in mind, the evaluation notes that the formulation of the objectives (outputs, outcomes, and impact), and defining the success indicators, are still weak. The future project should give attention to sharpening the objectives and indicators in the project document, which will facilitate the monitoring of project progress and evaluation of performance. The evaluator wishes to note that in contrast to the somewhat weak indicators of the FPU overall program since its inception in 2011, the objectives and achievement indicators defined under the EU project “Pioneering, Connecting & Empowering Voices For Change” are clear, precise and relevant. However, as the evaluation of this EU-supported project was not the primary objective of the evaluation, no detailed conclusions or observations can be made in this regard.
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Annexes Annex-I: Terms of Reference: Evaluation 1) Background: Free Press Unlimited works in Bangladesh since early 2007 to support the development of independent and professional media and contribute to the empowerment of citizens and vulnerable groups (including women, youth, poor, disabled) by giving them a voice in the media. One of the focus areas of FPU's involvement in the country is support to the community media sector – through capacity building, technical support, program production and advice. To achieve that FPU, works in close cooperation with BNNRC – the Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication. BNNRC is the only (umbrella) organisation in the country supporting the development of the community media sector in all its stages – from initiation and needs assessment, lobby and advocacy for legislation and support in licensing procedure to actual installation and registration of community radio (CR) stations, capacity building and program production. Through its direct cooperation with BNNRC, Free Press Unlimited contributes to building and strengthening community radio stations across the country – the eyes and ears of the poor, marginalized and most vulnerable groups in Bangladesh, who often do not have access to any information channels. Through the community radio stations, these groups can have their voices heard and can participate in important political, social or economic processes that matter in not only in their life, but for the society as a whole. The expected outcomes of FPU's program to support community media in Bangladesh are: • increased attention and space in community media for vulnerable groups • increased number and quality of programming reflecting issues of importance for vulnerable groups in particular and society in general • strengthen the capacities of community radios and BNNRC as umbrella organisation • strengthen capacities of individual journalists (professional and citizen journalists) to produce and distribute quality content • contribute to poverty reduction and good governance through giving voice to the voiceless and help them participate in society 2) Objectives of the evaluation: After having supported since early 2007 the BNNRC, FPU wants to see how things are going, in order to make her support more effective and to facilitate BNNRC to learn from her own experiences. Therefore FPU wants to evaluate the advance of the overall program in the period 2011 – 2013 with emphasis on relevance, effectiveness, sustainability and overall impact of the programme for community media supported by 29



FPU in Bangladesh. These are the four priority aspects of the evaluation. Additional aspects – efficiency and innovation – can also be included subject to decision by the evaluator and provided that additional information can be gathered and analysed within the allocated time frame. The evaluation will be used to draw lessons learned for FPU and for BNNRC. The main objective of the evaluation report is to identify stories of change. This is why the scope of the evaluation will be managed on two levels: 1) the BNNRC network and 2) the FPU support to the BNNRC network. 3) Issues to be addressed: The proposed evaluation will look into four main aspects of the FPU support to BNNRC and community radio in Bangladesh: Relevance How relevant is the intervention of BNNRC taking into account the challenges of the social situation of Bangladesh? How relevant in relation to the needs of the media landscape in Bangladesh and to the needs of the specific target groups: Community Radios, journalists, audience and government, women? How were the problems of the target groups identified and incorporated in the FPU supported program of BNNRC? Did they participate in the project-design? What is the relevance of the FPU-support for BNNRC? How does the partnership between FPU and BNNRC help to improve the relevance of the BNNRC? How did the BNNRC participate in the design of the FPU-support for their program? How could the relationship become more relevant? Effectiveness What are the concrete results achieved by the FPU program/project so far? (outcomes in terms of quantity and quality) What results have been perceived by the key beneficiaries? (PO, journalists, audience, CR stations, government) What indicators are used to measure the results? Was a baseline used? What does it tell us? Did the project results lead to change in behavioural patterns amongst the beneficiaries at various levels – individual, organisational, institutional, societal? What (interventions or activities) did BNNRC do in order to achieve the mentioned changes? What did FPU do in order to accompany BNNRC in being more effective? Have assumptions and risk assessments been taken into consideration? Were interventions flexible to ensure beneficiaries could benefit? In other words: were the right things done at the right time? Were there any unplanned results achieved and how have they affected the beneficiaries?
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What recommendations can be given in order to improve the effectiveness of the PO-interventions? What can be said about the balance of responsibilities between FPU and PO? What recommendations can be given in order to improve the effectiveness of the FPU-support to BNNRC? Impact What are the overall objectives of the PO programme and to what extent have they been achieved? What can be contributed to the concrete interventions of BNNRC? What is the impact of BNNRC involvement on poverty reduction and good governance in Bangladesh in general? Please identify concrete stories of change (by different beneficiaries, target groups and stakeholder groups) that can substantiate that Are there any unplanned impacts? Are there specific gender-related impacts (empowering women, or promoting women journalists)? Did the BNNRC project contribute to strengthen lobby or advocacy capacities of social actors? Which ones? How? Does the BNNRC coordinate with other networks in Bangladesh? Can you mention them? What does this coordination contribute to the overall impact of the BNNRC-project? How did FPU support contribute to the overall impact achieved by the BNNRC? What did FPU do in order to achieve this contribution? Recommendations? Sustainability How sustainable are the results and the interventions that contributed to them? How are they embedded in the institutional logic of BNNRC? Did BNNRC use any system for PME (Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation) in order to improve the effectiveness of their interventions? Could you describe it? How could it be improved? 4) Methodology: The evaluation will consist of desk study and field trip. During the desk study various documents will be reviewed: project proposals, assessment, evaluations, communication between FPU and PO etc. The field trip will consist of meetings with PO and various beneficiaries and stakeholder groups (journalists, audience, CR stations, government representatives etc) in Dhaka and at three regional locations – Radio Bikrampur (central Bangladesh), Radio Chilmari (North Bangladesh) and Radio Nalta (South Bangladesh) During the field trip discussions and meetings will be held with various beneficiaries and target groups. Part of the interviews will be conducted based on the attached Interview Guidelines. The evaluator in coordination with the partner organisation BNNRC and FPU can add or change questions with the purpose to gather the most relevant information and to improve the overall quality of the evaluation. 5) Reporting and Feedback: 31



The international expert/evaluator is expected to present an evaluation report in English (not exceeding 30 pages) with findings and recommendations, including executive summary and references. The report should also contain specific stories of change by representatives of different target groups and beneficiaries, which illustrate why the FPU support to community media in Bangladesh was or was not important and how it changed lives. In addition, stories could be included how the FPU intervention in cooperation with BNNRC contributed to poverty reduction, good governance and women empowerment in Bangladesh. The final evaluation report should also incorporate feedback given by FPU and BNNRC. The evaluation will be facilitated by FPU and BNNRC in cooperation with community radio stations in Bangladesh. 6) Time Schedule Timeline June 2014 June-July 2014 July 2014 31 July 2014



Activities Desk study Field trip Bangladesh Draft report and feedback Final report
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Annex II: Evaluation tools a) Interview Guidelines Below is a list of possible interview questions to collect information for the evaluation paper. The purpose is to give an objective picture of the effects and impact on different stakeholders of the support provided by Free Press Unlimited and to describe the most significant change on an individual, organisational, institutional and society level for different stakeholders (community radio stations, individual journalists, listeners, BNNRC as a partner organisation, government agencies or ministries, others when relevant). Stakeholder groups:



- BNNRC (partner organisation, PO) - BNNRC staff (employees, E) - Community radio stations (CR stations) - journalists from CR stations or other media (J) - audience (A) - government agencies, ministries (GA)



Background of FPUcommitment (perspective of PO, E)



When did FPU get involved in this program? How did the relation start? Who took the initiative? Is there a general baseline? Needs assessment? What do these studies reveal? What was the reason for FPU to get involved? How did we do the planning for FPU participation?



Objective of the program



What is the goal of the FPU-program/project? What is the specific objective of the project? Did it change over time? Is the goal / objective related to policy change of state or authorities? How?



What are the strategies to achieve the goal(s) (perspective of PO)



What kind of strategies / interventions / activities does FPU support in order to achieve the goal? How were the FPU interventions defined? Did FPU support the PO to achieve policy change? How? How does the FPU monitor and evaluate the outcomes / results of the project? Is the PO involved in this?



Description of process How does / did the implementation go? (perspective of PO, E, and CR What activities were developed? How many? How many stations) participants? Can you describe them in quantity and in quality? How were the CR (community radio) stations involved? What is their role in the process? What types of difficulties were encountered? How were they addressed? What was the response from the stakeholders groups BNNRC worked with? How is feedback incorporated in the project process? What is the added value of the cooperation with FPU? How do you regard the cooperation in general? Results (perspective of all



What are the concrete results (data) of the program/project so far?
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stakeholders groups)



How do you evaluate the project until now? What is the effect/impact so far of FPU support and the cooperation with BNNRC? What difference did FPU support make in terms of results? What kind of indicators / evidence do you have for your evaluation? What results / changes did the project achieve according to the participants? What difference did FPU make according to them? What changes did you achieve according to others? (e.g. evaluations) (Other's views/comments on media, new media, government recognition) How did the project contribute to policy change on behalf of state or authorities? How sustainable are the results? What did we learn?



Lessons Learned (all stakeholder groups)



What did you learn from the program/project? What would you advise FPU to improve in the future? Is FPU support in Bangladesh still necessary? Why?



Special stories (one representative of each stakeholder group)



Can you share an example or a story of change in your personal or professional life that describes how that particular support of FPU in Bangladesh contributed to it? In other words Why was FPU support important and what makes it a succes? Could you have achieved what you achived without the committment of FPU?



b) Project achievements checklist Outcome Achievement Outcome indicators 1. 2. 3. Output Achievement Output indicators 1. 2. 3.



Achievement/status



Comment on status



Achievement/status



Comment on status



Unplanned and additional achievements



c) Assessment checklist Relevance • National context • Sectoral context • PO context 34



• •



Beneficiaries context Project design features



Efficiency • Human resources engaged • Financial resources involved • Budget and budget breakdown for different components • Completion of works within stipulated time frame Effectiveness • Did the project produce goods/service that it has promised • Quality of services • Timeliness • Approach or strategy appropriateness o Balance of interventions • Did the service reached well to the beneficiaries (e.g., equity…) o Convenience, ease o Perceived benefit • How appropriately implementation was arranged o Partnership modality o Staffing o Decision o Rigidity/flexibility • Resource allocation balance Impact • Planned and unplanned changes at the beneficiary level o Gender relations o System, laws, and policies o Mindset, behaviors o Poverty, governance o Capacity Sustainability • Radio sustainability • Sustainability of changes in the society, government, actors • Sustainability of PO • Sustainability of partnership relations



d) Observations checklist • • • • •



What went well What is promising What was okay What needs to continue What needs improvement 35



•



What was missing in the project
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Annex-III (a): BNNRC Activities and achievements under FPU Partnership Support (Covering period Mid-2011 to Mid-2014) Main Activities (Areas) Advocacy and lobby • Advocacy for law/Policy Review • Advocacy for CR Strategy



Major Achievements (Results) • Compilation of community radios information and feed to national monitoring committee monthly. • Five Facilitation meetings conducted in building partnership and development orientation of CRs in 2012. • Three days long first Community Radio Conference in Bangladesh organized in 2012 • A Policy Guideline has been prepared/drafted and translated into both English and Bengali on Community TV for lobbying purpose. • A Special Meeting was held on January 2014, on developing a common plan for signing a MoU between Community Radio, Ministry of Information and Access to Information (A2I) Program of Prime Minister’s Secretariat (achieved under a EU-supported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) Awareness • One knowledge sharing meeting and the allocated four talk raising/mobilization/cam shows conducted and broadcast over RTV (03 knowledge paigning sharing meetings was planned but rescheduled one meeting • Community Radio and other four talk shows) Conference • Three “World Press Freedom Day, three world radio day and three RTI day observed both in nationwide and local level. Capacity • Strategic Plan for BNNRC developed in 2011 building/Training for • Finalization of Revised HR and Financial Manual of BNNRC in BNNRC 2011 • BNNRC capacity (for • 1 workshop Organized on Organizational Management and BNNRC) Development (ODM) in 2011 • Revision of an MIS Guideline of BNNRC in 2011 • Redesign and regular updated BNNRC website • A training course on RTI was designed and one training conducted • A resource centre (Help Desk) with ICT facilities at BNNRC established • 31 members resource pool formed involving experts and media consultants of the country • BNNRC 3 staffs received monitoring and evaluation training, 1 staff received on project management, one staff on financial management, one on office management and one on effective report writing. • Four senior staffs of BNNRC staffs received Knowledge and skill on Learning Need Assessment (LNA). Capacity During the period (mid of 2011 to mid of 2014): 37



Main Activities (Areas) building/Training for CRs • FELLOWSHIP • Help desk



Sustainability Meeting, Review monitoring



and



Major Achievements (Results) • Three training on Radio Journalism for CR Professionals organized and 45 producers were trained. • Fund raising training organized and 13 station managers were trained (2012). • 5 days long Audience research and community mobilization training organized and 33 producers trained (2013) – (achieved under the EU-supported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • 26 senior officials representing 15 initiating organizations received technical orientation (2013). • One five days long management training organized and 33 staff of CR trained (2013) - (achieved under the EUsupported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • An advanced level 3-day national training workshop was organized and trained 30 producers from 16 CRs on Community Radio Continuous Improvement Toolkit (2013). • A workshop on-Community Media News Agency for Strengthening Community Radio Development News and 12 participants involved (2013). - (achieved under the EUsupported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • Two new CR stations received procedural support to establish (2013). • With the special support of BNNRC 14 Radio stations altogether broadcasted 1,338 minutes (22.5 hours) of news and other public service announcement in response to the collapse of Rana Plaza [the man-made disaster] in 2013. • One Orientation on "How to apply for Community Radio" for 50 potential initiators organized in 2013 - (achieved under the EU-supported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • Interested 187 individual and hundred organizations received support regarding filling up the application form and basic information for establishment of CR 2013. • 12 young women Fellows received 3 months long fellowship completed • 16 young women Fellows received 6 months long fellowship recently. • BNNRC office and studio (plan to move to new building by September 2014, setting up the studio under process) • During the project period till 2013 three annual planning meeting conducted at BNNRC • 6 meeting with Board of Trust (BoT) members 2012-2013. • Annual Audit reports accomplished.
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Main Activities (Areas) Publication/IEC supports



Technical cooperation(Help Desk)Provide Guidance in program production and equipment support



Networking Supportive Interventions • CR News Agency • CM Academy • Demonstration studio • Website/knowledge Platform



Major Achievements (Results) • one of the outstanding books (pages 70), first of its kind, entitled- Community Radio in Bangladesh: Achievements and Challenges- Recent Experience published (1500 copies) in 2012 • 3000 copies of Community Radio Atlas printed and distributed • 1 poster (3000 copies) regarding Talk show on Community Radio • 9 issues of community Media Bulletin (newsletter) published • A booklet (Momentum for Change) published (1000 copies) and distributed in 2013 - (achieved under the EU-supported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • A Directory on Community Radio [1000 copies] has been developed and published in 2013 - (achieved under the EUsupported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • A Booklet was published [1000 copies] on role of Community Radio in achieving good governance and MDGs. • 18 minutes long video documentary on the present status of community Radio has been produced in 2013. • 13 Community Radio Stations received an equipment package of 1 Laptop, 1 Printer, 1 Modem, 1 Camera and 2 Voice Recorders each - (achieved under the EU-supported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • 279 programs (average 20 minutes each) produced and broadcast over 13 CRs in the period 2011 – end 2012 • 357 programs produced and broadcast by 14 CRs in the period October 2013 – January 2014 (achieved under the EUsupported project “Pioneering, Connecting and Empowering Voices for Change”) • BNNRC secured membership and represent in different International Media forums(likeAMARC, AIB, ABU,CMFE) • CR news agency established and 8 news items produced and distributed every day since November 2013. • Community Media Academy introduced and prepared six training module
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Annex-III (b): Projects and Activities of BNNRC with Other-than-FPUFunds SN 1



Project/ Partner / Time Strengthening Community Radio USAID / PROGATI Project August '2010- May '2011



2



Empowering Communities: Strengthening and Building Capacity of the Community Radio in Bangladesh UNICEF Bangladesh September 2010December 2011



3



4



Skill for Employability Central Southern Asia Youth Radio Programs Through Radio Programme in Bangladesh for achieving Digital Bangladesh Equal Access & British Council July 2010 October 2011 Enhancing Rural Communication Services for Agricultural Development through Community Rural Radio (CRR) FAO December December 2011



Key Achievements • Divisional dialogue on Community radio organized in 04 divisions. • 10 part Community Radio Drama serial on corruption issues developed • Five –Day Training Courses organized on: Station Management Skills, Content Development Skill, Basic Journalism Skill, Production Skills, Governance and Corruption Issues. • Trained 70 radio staffs and volunteers. • One Need Assessment Survey conducted in CRs area. • Five training modules developed on Station Management, Program and News Production, Technical training, Emergency preparedness and response, Children and women rights. • On-site field-based hands-on training conduction to CR staff/volunteers on above modules: 159 (105 male & 54 female) Station manager and Program Producer trained. • One Child radio club guideline developed. • One community radio code of conduct developed. • Five sample radio program on “Facts for life” developed and published. • Five knowledge sharing workshops organized during the project period. • Equal Access in partnership with BNNRC designed and aired 8 episodes of a brand new national radio series, which promotes youth employment schemes in Bangladesh. • Four radio episodes broadcast on the National Broadcaster (Radio Betar) and a Dhaka based private FM station Radio ABC - reaching an estimated 2.5 million young listeners. • One Consultative Planning Workshop held to help direct the content and format for the new radio program. •



• •



2010-



Technical cooperation provided to Krishi Radio (the only rural radio initiated by the government and administered by Agriculture Information Service) under a bilateral agreement signed between FAO and BNNRC. One Audience Survey conducted in Amtali Upazila (where the CR is situated). Training provided to CR staffs and volunteers (on an average the number of participants: 12 in each course). The training provided on: a) Community Radio Program Production Process; b) Radio Program Planning Process; 40



SN



Project/ Partner / Time



5



Media Law Workshop in Bangladesh Inter News Network Nov 2011-Feb 2012



6



7



Capacity Building of Community Radio Personal in Bangladesh (flagship UN action for community radio in Bangladesh) UNESCO- IPDC April, 2009-Dec 2011 Extended up to 30 Nov 2013 Girl Power Project Plan Bangladesh July 2011-December 2015 (On going)



Key Achievements c) Broadcast performance or performing techniques in audio; d) Community Rural Radio Management and Sustainability • Workshop held on ‘Broadcast Media Laws, Regulations and Freedom of Expression: Challenges and Opportunities of Broadcast Media in Bangladesh’. • 75 participants registered for the workshop. Participants represented broadcast media industry, government regulators and broadcasters, journalists, NGOs, universities, researchers and Volunteers. • A radio studio set up in the secretariat of BNNRC. • A batch of (150) potential community radio professionals have got necessary capacity and skills on community radio operation through the three separate training courses. • 11 community radio stations received financial support to purchase back up transmitters for their radio stations



•



•



•



8



A Disaster Resilient Future: Mobilizing communities and institutions for effective risk reduction. Action Aid Bangladesh February 2012-June 2012



• • • • •



• •



110 journalists and media practitioners of print and electronic media from rural and national level have got training and orientation on Gender and Child protection issues. More than 80 episodes on Girls and young women issues have been broadcasted through Community Radio Padma (located in Rajshahi,northern part of Bangladesh). “Gender Policy in Community Radio Station” developed and published. Girl Power News Bulletin edited and published. Stickers and Posters published 02 TV talk shows broadcast Best CR Reporting on Gender violence issues awarded. Orientation on “Incorporation of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) into the Program of Community Radios in Bangladesh” held. A total of Fourteen (14) core staffs from all 13 community radio stations have participated in the orientation program. Training on “Designing Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Focused Program for Community Radio” held. Participants were 13 CR Program producers. One Manual on “Designing Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Focused Program for Community Radio” developed and published. 41



SN



Project/ Partner / Time



9



Small Scale Funding for consultation with Radio Listeners Groups and the Community (to finalize the Radio Listeners Club Guideline).



10



UNICEF Bangladesh 26 June 2012-31 July 2012 Basic English Language for Outreach Radio Audience in Bangladesh American Center & US States Department October 2012 -On-going



Key Achievements • One Radio Primer (standard program) produced and distributed within the radio stations. • One Radio Listeners Club Guideline developed through consultation with Radio listeners clubs and experts of the country.



• • • • • • • • • • •



11



12



Raising Awareness for Citizens ‘Participation and Engagement in Budget Process through CR in ANSA-BRAC University; 15 July 201215 September 2012 “Pioneering, Connecting & Empowering Voices For Change” supported by the European Union



• • •



• •



Pilot in One Radio station (Radio Pollikantha) and now replicated in five community radio stations of the country. One Need Assessment done in Radio Pollikontha area. 26 Radio Episodes Scripts and audios developed and broadcast. The texts of 26 English Language Radio episodes published in the Local News Paper Visited Nepal and shared experience of Nepal English Language Teachers Association in similar project. English language school Teachers’ Handbook developed 47 local English language teachers have participated in the teachers training on Handbook from 29 local schools and colleges. Orientation provided to Radio Listeners’ Club (RLC) members.25 participants. A total of 12 success stories were developed in interview format and broadcasted 220 radio sets distributed among 200 RLCs/listeners which covered a total of 2,994 listeners/members in the broadcasting areas of Radio Pollikontho. Success of pilot phase shared through Lessons Learned Workshop at national level. Organized one-day orientation for CR staffs (participants-30) Produced six issue based CR programs and broadcast Published one posters (1000 copies)



Equipment packages purchased and installed at 13 CR stations Trainings to staff in audience survey, community engagement, station management, program production 42



SN



Project/ Partner / Time from 1 February 2013 until January 2015 ongoing



Key Achievements and technical skills • Production and broadcast of 375 programs by 14 CR stations • Workshops and meeting with government and experts to promote community media and access to information • Various publications • Dedicated website
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Annex-IV: Schedule of field trip Sl 01.



Activity Arrival at Dhaka – from Kathmandu



Date & Time 20 June, Friday, Noon



02.



Travel to Chilmari-



21 June, Saturday



03.



Stay and work Radio Chilmari



at



22 June, Sunday



04.



Meeting with Radio Mukti, Bogura Meeting with BNNRC and other stakeholder groups



23 June, Monday 24 June, Tuesday



06.



Meeting with other stakeholder groups as per (prepared) schedule



25 June, Wednesday



Organize Meeting with other stakeholder groups



07.



Bikrampur; Meeting with Radio Bikrampur staffs and Interview with listeners Fly to Radio Nalta, Khulna Travel to Radio Nalta, Meeting with CR staffs and Interview with listeners Returned back to Dhaka by road Final and debrifing Meeting with BNNRC staffs Departureto Kathmandu



26 June, Thursday



Contact with the Manager – Radio Bikrampur



27 June, Friday, 28 June, Saturday



Room Booking for Night stayContact with Station Manager – Radio Nalta



05.



08. 09.



10. 11. 12.



29 June, Sunday 30 June, Monday 1 July, Tuesday
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BNNRC Role Room Booking for Night stay and Airport Pick up Organize for an interpreter, contact with station staffs, hotel booking Meeting and Interview as per schedule Room Booking for Night stay Organize Meeting with staff and stakeholders



Organize Meeting with BNNRC Arrange Airportdrop



Required logistics Room Booking night



-1



Rent-a-car, Hotel booking at Kurigram/Chilmari Facilitation Room booking for 3 nights Contact government officials and civil society membersprepare a schedule, arrange pick up and internal travel Contact government officials and civil society membersprepare a schedule, arrange pick up and internal travel Arrange vehicle, other logistics Arrange pick up, Room booking Rent-a-ca, Hotel booking, share the meeting objective with CR station staffs Room booking - and Internal travel Internal travel -----------------



Annex-V: Lists of people interviewed during field visit Audience 1) Ms Sukhbasi Bala, Jorgachi Bazar, Basanti village, Namodash para 2) Ms Sukhbasi Rani Das, Jorgachi Bazar, Basanti village, Namodash para 3) Ms Shova Rani Das, Jorgachi Bazar, Basanti village, Namodash para 4) Ms. Sorisha Das, Jorgachi Bazar, Basanti village, Namodash para 5) Ms. Sona bala Das, Jorgachi Bazar, Basanti village, Namodash para 6) Ms. Mossamat Malaka Begum, Mistri Para, Chilimari 7) Mr. Mahamad Jahagi, president Ramna Union Social Welfare Organization 8) Saheab Ali, student 9) Babla Miya, student 10) Assaduzzaman, student 11) Jashyam Udin, student 12) Ratna Attar, student 13) Bonita Rani, student 14) Shadzad Ajmal, teacher 15) Momimul Islam, rickshaw puller 16) Badal Hossain, farmer, Bikrampur 17) Mohamad Shasin, Hajari, Teacher, Bikrampur 18) Ms. Safia Begum, woman entrepreneur, Bikrampur 19) Swakash Das, Birkrampur 20) Saiful Islam, Birkrampur 21) Masten Santosh Kuman Biswas, school teacher, Nalta 22) MD Abdual Hussain, freedom fighter, Nalta. Radio stations officials/ producers/technicians/volunteers 1) Krishna Komal Burman, Radio Chilimari 2) Ms. Mosammat Jinnatarajully, Radio Chilimari 3) Mohadmad Sagedul Islam Hasu, Radio Chilimari 4) Majanur Rahaman, Radio Chilimari 5) Ms. Sanjita K Sopnil, FPU/BNNRC fellow, Radio Bikrampur. 6) MD. Mustiqur Salahin, Radio Bikrampur 7) Dr. Atml Falal Mahmnd, Nalta Hospital and Community Health Foundation 8) Nittaynanda Biswas, Radio Nalta 9) Soudgar Nurul Islam, Radio Nalta 10) MD. Assauzzman, Radio Nalta 11) Akiful Islam, Radio Nalta 12) Salim, Station Manager, Radio Nalta 13) Ahmed Eusuf, Radio Bikrampur 14) Rupia Jahan Muthe, Radio Bikrampur 15) Shatanaj Ashrafi, Radio Bikrampur 16) Ms. Farjana Ashrafi Palak, Radio Bikrampur 17) Ms. Zinia Farzana, Office In Charge, Radio Mukti, Bagora 18) Mr. Ariful Islam, Radio Mukti, Bagora Civil society/ media/ academia 45



1) Dr. S. M. Morssad, Dhaka 2) Syed Tamjiduar Rahman, researcher/ consultant, Dhaka 3) Sameem Raja, Asst. Professor, Journalism & Communication, Dhaka University 4) Faroha Suhrawardy, Initiator of Krishi Radio (now Senior Press Officer, British, Hogh Commission, Dhaka. Governmental Officials 1) Kazi Akhtar Uddin Ahmed, Director General, Bangladesh Betar (additional secretary, Ministry of Information, Bangladesh) 2) Ms. Anowara Begum, Joint secratery, Ministry of Information, Dhaka BNNRC, officials 1) AHM Bazlur Rahman, CEO. 2) Syed Karmul Hasan 3) Mohammad Kamaruzzaman, 4) Fahmida Akhtar 5) Tamanna Rahman 6) Protiva Banerjee 7) Mark Manash Sha 8) Seraj Uddin, Chief Accountant 9) Zahidul Haque Khan
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Annex-VI: Community Radio where community voice is heard “At our station we give special emphasis on Mother and Child Health issues because their voices are not heard. We take extra care to include them in community radio program production,” said Mehedi Hasan, Station Manager, Radio Pollikontha. Mr. Hasan had come from Moulvibazar to attend the discussion held at the BNNRC Secretariat, Dhaka in September 2013. The Moulvibazar radio had begun broadcasting two year ago. The district lies at a distance of 211 kilometers from Dhaka, the capital city. Mehedi Hasan had come to Dhaka to receive the prestigious Meena Media Award-2013 that his station had won in the radio category. UNICEF had organized and the competition included all other radio stations of the country including the Public Service Broadcaster Bangladesh Betar. Pollikantha had submitted “Alor Bhuban” [The world of light], a magazine program dealing with children's rights and their access to health for the competition. Earlier, on May 24, Pollikantha had received the Family Planning Media Award-2012-13 in the radio category in a competition jointly organized by UNFPA and Family Planning Directorate of Bangladesh. “The active participation of village women and children was the strength of both the programs,” said Mr. Hassan. “They took part in our programs and talked about their problems and demands.” Radio Pollikontha is among the first generation members of Bangladesh’s radio movement. It was established by BRAC [one of the largest NGOs in Bangladesh] and is now a strong voice for the community within a 17 km radius of Moulvibazar District. The station began broadcasting on 4 December 2011. “It was not easy to begin and there were challenges, for example-there was no skill or idea about community radio. We also had doubts if people would listen to us as they were already tuned to Bangladesh Betar or BBC’ Mr. Hassan said. “But once the local youth came forward to participate the community was convinced that it could be a radio of their own, one that would echo their own voices.” The station is now broadcast for 08 hours every day. The programs include health, agriculture, education, market prices, youth employment, local government’s safety-net and those on local culture, sports, lifestyle, history and heritage. People from different walks of life take part in different stages of programming – from planning to broadcast. The programs also include government officials, subject matter specialists, elected representatives, students, teachers, youth groups, senior citizens, and most importantly, women. The station has listeners clubs where people listen to the programs in groups and feedback. In June 2014, 7023 listeners had been organized through 690 listeners clubs in the ‘catchment’ are of the station. The station used feedback from listeners for improving production and broadcasting. “Since there was no skilled human resource at the local level, BNNRC helped us in both planning and capacity development,” said Mr Hassan. The station now has 10 male and 12 women staffs and a large number of volunteers. The staffs have professional skills and experience in operational management, program production and broadcasting. 47



They are also motivated to make a difference and even set up community radios in their own communities. Mithu [the young producer who presents the basic English language program in local language] comes to the station every morning from a village two hours away from the station. Sharmin Shifa (another young producer) had attended an integrated radio operation skill training that includes production, editing and presentation and can function as a ‘one-person team’. There are signs of a new generation of journalists and media producers are coming up in the country. Pollikantha’s popularity in its community is partly a result of its mother and child health and agricultural programs and the Basic English language course. The large number of SMS, phone calls, e-mails and letters are proof of the popularity of the programs. Even today, there is a stream of people coming to visit and see what a radio station looks like. They had listened to national radio all their lives and wanted to see one, now that it is in their own community. Many of the listeners get the programs on their mobile phones, and therefore use it even at work or in the fields. Says Mr. Hassan the programs we broadcast try to balance the joys and smiles as well as the tears of rural life. “We want to be a mirror where people can see themselves,” Mr Hassan said. Community Radio Pollikantha has the programming elements that can make a good community radio. It is true to its name Pollikantha, a Bengali word that means ‘voice of the village’.
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